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MARITIME STRATEGY AND
DEFENCE OF THE ARCHIPELAGIC INNER ARC1

John Reeve

The inner arc, Australian strategic policy, and the value of history

Conventional wisdom today amongst Australian strategic planners is
that defence of the archipelagic ‘inner arc’ to our north—as a zone of
influence and a barrier against attack—is an essential concern. The arc is
officially defined as the chain of islands from Indonesia in the west
through Papua New Guinea to the Solomons and the Southwest Pacific.2

It is that area from which land-based air attack can conceivably be
launched against us. There is no doubt that the area of the arc is of
critical strategic importance for Australia in virtually every sense.
Certainly it must figure in the formulation of our defensive military
strategy. Within the wider maritime environment of the Asia–Pacific in
which the arc is situated, there is clearly a role for Australian joint force
strategy and operations when and where required. As the recent
deployment to Timor has indicated, this is probably the most likely area
for future ADF operations. In this context the Army, Navy, and Air
Force have intimately related roles within a maritime concept of
strategy.3 ‘Maritime’ is an environmental, not a service-related definition
and an operative word here.4 This paper does not argue a navalist
position, implying that sea power alone will do the job. Nor is it directly
concerned with procurement or budgetary issues. It does however argue
that the concept of defending the inner arc is (as it stands) strategically
flawed, potentially dangerous, and in need of further development. It is
flawed because it does not relate concepts such as manoeuvre in the
littorals (coastal areas) to relevant principles of maritime strategy,
especially sea control (the ability to use an area of the sea and deny it to
others), which are based upon long historical experience and have been
proven correct in every major conflict from the Anglo–French wars of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to the end of the Cold War, as
well as in the Falklands in 1982 and the Gulf in 1990–91.5 At the same
time the concept of defending the arc is linked to an assumption of using
sea denial (‘guerilla war at sea’) which can only operate as a function of
sea control.6 The aim in arguing this is not to score political points but to
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stimulate constructive debate on an issue of vital concern for Australian
security.

The concept of defence of the inner arc is inadequate not only in
strategic terms but in the broader policy sense as well. This paper
concentrates on the former issue, but we should also be aware of the
latter. Overemphasis upon the arc involves a narrow conception of
Australia’s national interests. Those interests should of course be
conceived of not simply in geographical terms (especially in the very
limited ones implied by the inner arc), but also in the economic, cultural
or philosophical, international legal, environmental, and political-
diplomatic senses.7 All these dimensions imply, for one thing, a more
geographically flexible strategic outlook. The Australian naval task force
sent to the Gulf War in 1990–91, for example, was far from the arc but
an essential contribution in terms of Australian commitment to the
United Nations and the world community.

 To return to strategy, history provides the only real evidence against
which we can test strategic concepts. History has advantages in strategic
discussion: it is real, it is unclassified, and we know who won. The
concept of defending the inner arc can be tested against the Japanese war
in the Pacific during the 1940s. Just as in Europe, where an illuminating
first question is often how and why did the Nazis succeed in taking a
particular country and fail to hold it, Japan’s war in Southeast Asia and
the Southwest Pacific gives us an actual case study fought over the same
area conceived of as the inner arc at the level of high intensity
conventional warfare. It involved two phases: that of Japanese
victory/Allied defeat (1941–42) and of Allied victory/Japanese defeat
(from 1942 onwards). There are, as in all historical comparisons,
variable factors for and against such a comparison between past and
present. But the similarities in this case argue for its intellectual
credibility and strategic utility.

Admittedly during the second phase, that of Allied victory, Japan was
ultimately overwhelmed by greater force.8 But it is the very effective
way in which greater Allied force was applied, especially in turning the
tide, and the strategic inadequacy of the Japanese response which are
instructive for our purposes. In short, the Japanese concept of perimeter
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defence was the product of inadequate pre-war planning, inter-service
rivalry, lack of strategic imagination, an attempt to translate assumptions
of continental defence to the maritime sphere, and lack of understanding
of the regional maritime-littoral environment. Together these mistakes
constituted one of the most dramatic and fatal examples of contradicting
Clausewitzian principle in the history of warfare.9 The Allied advance
through the region, by contrast, was built upon the establishment and
mobile exploitation of sea control. This progressively left the Japanese
defence floundering in a manner which has critical lessons for any
Australian defensive concept based on comparable ideas. This is not to
suggest that current Australian planning necessarily makes the mistakes
made by the Japanese. It is, however, to suggest that a concept for
defending the inner arc must pay attention to controlling the sea or risk
failure. To think for a moment of Australia’s intervention in Timor in
1999 (a case of peace establishment within the inner arc), sea control
and naval cover there were a given, and Lieutenant-General Peter
Cosgrove, Commander of INTERFET, has gone on record as to how
essential they were, calling this a blindingly obvious lesson in the value
of sea power.10 As the Japanese learnt to their cost, and as we should
take note, how much more applicable is this lesson to high intensity
operations, in which sea control may be contested, and in which our
national interests may be threatened more seriously?

The Japanese strategic outlook and the fallacies of the perimeter

Where did the defensive perimeter concept come from? The Japanese
Pacific War was a classic case of the worst mistake any nation can make:
starting a war without knowing how to end it. Japanese strategy was
short-term, and plagued by lack of inter-service cooperation and
understanding.11 In 1941 the Imperial Japanese Army was preoccupied
with the Asian mainland and its continuing war in China, where forty-
four of its fifty-five divisions were deployed. Insofar as it gave thought
to Southeast Asia it was in terms of a territorial resource basket to be
seized and held.12 The  Army’s broad assumption was that the Navy
would conduct a defensive war in the Pacific.13 Ultimately the Army saw
itself as fighting the Soviet Union.14 There was thus a lack of forward
planning for the Pacific, especially on the part of the politically
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dominant Imperial Army.15 How were the conquests to be defended, and
how would the conflict be resolved? There was a general working
assumption (worked to pessimistically by Admiral Yamamoto,
Commander of the Combined Fleet) that Japan should arrive at a
negotiated settlement in which the Allies would respect the Pacific
conquests.16 This fallacious assumption undermined efforts to analyse
the problem of defence. The concept of an outer perimeter—which
represented a failure to create a general maritime strategy—emerged
during 1942, with the Army’s dominance at Imperial General HQ, its
winning of the political battle against the Navy’s view of a wider Pacific
War, the defeats at Coral Sea and Midway which led to loss of sea
control, and that at Guadalcanal which led to progressive rolling back of
the defensive perimeter. The death of Yamamoto in 1943 ended the
likelihood of wider strategic use of the maritime environment by the
Navy.17 The reactive concept of the defence of a territorial perimeter was
thus established, creating the opportunity for Allied exploitation.18

How did this exploitation take place, causing the perimeter to crumble?
The Japanese came to see the archipelagic and atoll environment in
terms of static defence linked to land-based air power.19 (Such air power
gave cover and strike capability for both sides in the Pacific War,20 but
Allied victory rested also on more mobile carrier air which co-operated
with land-based air as well as operating where it could not.)21 Without
sea control such a reactive Japanese concept of defence meant lack of
manoeuvre and hence vulnerability and lack of strategic options. The
perimeter was potentially liable to penetration and outflanking like any
defensive line. But situated in the maritime-littoral environment and
without use of sea control it was a particularly dangerous position. The
withdrawal from Guadalcanal in 1943 thus precipitated the collapse of
the outer perimeter.22 The Japanese strategic problem became not
knowing when and where the Allies would use sea control to strike
next.23 Moreover, seeing their defensive posture in territorial as opposed
to maritime terms led to the Japanese taking their sea communications—
and hence logistics and reinforcements—for granted. The Allied
submarine campaign inside and beyond the defensive perimeter
devastated Japan’s sea transport in the most successful blockade in naval
history. 24 This blockade, like the amphibious power projection which
defeated the perimeter, depended upon sea control, and like that power
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projection it was a war-winning weapon. George Baer, one of the
world’s most distinguished naval historical-strategic writers, has written
of the Japanese defeat:

There was no systematic effort until too late to protect within
these zones the sea lanes over which the vital cargo ships
passed, to meet and match the American submarines, to
mount a guerre de course, or, after Midway, to make another
try for offensive sea control. Each of these omissions was an
astonishing strategic lapse...Pinning all their hopes on the
battles expected under their strategy of zone defence, Japan’s
leaders left exposed all other dimensions of the country’s
maritime position, failing in every other way to protect the
empire’s vital access to the sea...The offensive strategy of
the United States exposed the weakness of Japan’s perimeter
defence. Static island fortresses, even with air bases, did not
constitute an impenetrable palisade unless a navy held local
command of the sea. That command Japan never attained. Its
navy simply lacked the force and range...The United States,
with its dual advance and very flexible naval strategy, kept
the initiative. It dispersed its fleet into task forces that kept
the enemy off balance. The Americans could assault, or
simply bypass and isolate, the Japanese barrier’s
strongpoints, attacking as they chose and wearing the empire
down...The Americans used time and space as the Japanese
could not.25

Unimaginative and arrived at by default, the Japanese perimeter concept
was flawed in the limitation of strategic options it imposed. It tended,
moreover, to compound defeat with defeat, as withdrawal was the only
option in the face of penetration and outmanoeuvre given the absence of
sea control. The withdrawal in late 1943 to an ‘absolute national defence
sphere’ was thus in turn a failure.26 In war it is the winners who usually
fail to learn the lessons and to think outside the established frame. We
should listen to the losers in the last major war to be fought in the
maritime environment of the Asia–Pacific. Tojo told MacArthur that the
Allies defeated Japan by a combination of three factors: the leapfrogging
strategy, the submarine war on shipping, and US carrier air power.27 In
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maritime strategic terms, he was concluding that Japan lost its perimeter
and the war because it lost control and use of the sea. Yamamoto had
never wanted the war, but as a brilliant—if flawed—naval strategist he
knew that the sea must be utilised fully if Japan were ever to establish a
credible defensive posture or a negotiable position.28 He knew that the
region is oceanic in scale and that the sea makes it indivisible; that
within this environment naval strategy is necessarily offensive (at least
in the sense of achieving initiative, mobility, and reach), otherwise sea
control will be lost; that the land-sea interface of Southeast Asia cannot
be defended without that control;29 that Australia is a natural
springboard into this interface (hence his interest in attacking it before
MacArthur and the Australian command—similarly aware—seized the
strategic opportunity to use it to go forward); and that Australia is
naturally dependent upon its sea communications (hence his interest in
cutting them off).30 Yamamoto’s naval defeats and his death left
Japanese Pacific strategy in the hands of the continentally-minded
Imperial Army, who essentially saw the perimeter as a fortified
extension of their land war on the Asian mainland. This is surely a
lesson against superimposing Australian assumptions of continental
defence upon the different circumstances of the maritime environment.

Sea Control and the inner arc: sea use, power projection, and
blockade

As the Japanese Pacific War demonstrates, all military operations in the
area of the inner arc must be conceived of within the context of true
maritime strategy. This is necessarily the case whatever the extent of a
wider conventional war. There can be no battlespace dominance
involving the arc without sea control. During the Pacific War the
fighting revolving around Guadalcanal, New Guinea, the Philippines,
and the Central Pacific was inextricably linked to the issue of who
controlled the local seas and used them. Defence of the inner arc against
Japan did not succeed until the Coral Sea and Midway battles afforded
the Allies sea control.31 The Coral Sea prevented advanced Japanese
lodgement at Port Moresby (the Japanese expedition being covered by
four cruisers and three carriers—Japanese land-based air at Rabaul
playing no part in the episode).32 Midway was the turning point for the
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whole Pacific theatre.33 With these victories, King, Nimitz, and
MacArthur could take the whole regional war effort on to the offensive.
Operations within the area of the arc were very much influenced by its
landward geography. Characterised by isolated locations and rugged
terrain, it created difficulties for land transport and air basing, as was
recently the case in Timor. And as again in Timor, operational mobility
and logistics were greatly facilitated by use of the sea in littoral areas.
Having lost sea control the Japanese were vulnerable in this situation.
The Allied advance to Milne Bay to attack Buna in 1942 is a case in
point.34 Likewise the Allied advance to Hollandia in 1943 was covered
by air power and the US Seventh Fleet.35 Sea power was a requirement
to drive an invader out of his lodgement in the inner arc, clearly evident
at Guadalcanal in 1942–43.36 Japanese evacuation of Guadalcanal was
precipitated by the Imperial Navy’s belief that it was defeated there.37

Air cover, including carrier-based air, was necessary for successful
operations within the arc and for power projection beyond it. The
Japanese used carrier air in conquering the East Indies and in taking
Rabaul.38 Darwin was bombed partly by aircraft based on Nagumo’s
four carriers.39 US carrier attacks on Japanese shipping in early 1942
inflicted such losses that Japanese operations in eastern New Guinea and
the Solomons were curtailed.40 US carrier raids on Rabaul in late 1943,
which mauled Japanese cruisers and air groups, meant that Allied
landings at Aitape and Hollandia were overwhelming.41 Whether or not
this is taken as an argument for Australian carrier procurement today, it
is certainly part of a case for control of the maritime environment and
for an air warfare capability within it. Naval power, moreover, will be
needed to establish forward air bases in the region if this is contested—
just as MacArthur and Nimitz needed it for this reason42—and otherwise
certainly for sea lift capability even if not.

It was sea control which allowed power projection in the inner arc in the
Pacific War. This is doubly demonstrated by the fact that MacArthur’s
reconquest of New Guinea was a virtual strategic mirror image of the
Japanese taking of Southeast Asia—employing amphibious landings
supplied by merchant shipping while covered by naval and air forces.43

MacArthur, a remarkably maritime-minded general (and largely as a
consequence a highly successful commander in the region), had as a
major grievance the fact that he was short of shipping. He was
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disadvantaged at Milne Bay because his cruisers and destroyers were
borrowed for Guadalcanal. Lack of his own carrier air power greatly
complicated operational planning given the limited range of land-based
air.44  MacArthur was right to value sea power in the archipelagic
environment. In this kind of littoral and Pacific island warfare, sea
control both covered against enemy naval forces and enabled gunfire
support for landings.45Above all it gave the initiative, and the choice of
when and where to strike.46 This was triply advantageous, distracting the
enemy, enhancing the element of surprise in attack, and allowing
strongpoints to be bypassed and Allied lives to be saved. The Allies
chose to bypass Truk and Rabaul, for example, and did.47 A Japanese
intelligence officer stated after the war:

This was the type of strategy we hated most. The Americans,
with minimum losses, attacked and seized a relatively weak
area, constructed airfields and then proceeded to cut the
supply lines to troops in that area. Without engaging in a
large-scale operation, our strongpoints were gradually
starved out...The Americans flowed into our weaker points
and submerged us...48

Sea control, in short, allowed the application of Liddell Hart’s
fundamental principle: that the essence of strategy is the concentration
of strength against weakness.49 The initiative granted by sea control also
gave options at the wider strategic level. The central Pacific advance was
coordinated to cover the flank of the Allied front moving up through the
land-sea interface of Southeast Asia. Later the US high command could
compare the options of taking the Philippines and Formosa.50

Sea communications, and the ability to interdict them by blockade, were
and are critical in the area of the inner arc as in the entire Asia–Pacific
region. Without sea control, which enables their protection or attack,
operations to take or defend the arc are not strategically feasible. In the
first instance, no army can reach the arc in force to occupy or defend it,
or be sustained and reinforced, save by sea. This was as true during the
Pacific War as recently in the case of Timor.51As an example of what
could be done, in January 1942 four US destroyers successfully attacked
a Japanese convoy off Balikpapan.52 But Japanese sea control at that
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time meant such action was rare and could not prevent the southward
advance. Once the Japanese were lodged in the arc, the Allies required a
build-up and deployment of resources to take it, both of which occurred
by sea.53 Above all, the future sea denial operation which could be
required to defend Australia would only succeed as a dimension of sea
control. This is one of the most salutary deductions from the Pacific War
for Australian strategic thinking. In fact it was proven twice, once by the
Japanese in 1941–42, and once by the Allies from 1942 onwards. The
US naval commentator Frank Uhlig writes of the Japanese conquest of
Southeast Asia in terms which should sound alarm bells for Australian
strategic policy:

The defenses: American, British and Dutch, were...carried
out by soldiers and shore-based aviation (but belonging to
independent or semi-independent air forces) and by
submarines. Theirs was a dismal record of failure.54

The failure of US submarines to halt the Japanese advance was
remarkable. Twenty-nine submarines in Philippine waters (twenty-three
of which were new) made virtually no impression on Japanese
amphibious assaults. Retreating to Java, the submarines failed again, and
retreated further to Western Australia.55 This failure of sea denial
without sea control was largely, but not exclusively, due to faulty
torpedoes. Friction in some form, however, is a constant in war, and
submarine operations are no exception. One can compare with this the
powerful deterrent effect of the Royal Navy’s surface warship capability
against invasion in 1940—the real reason for the Luftwaffe’s strategic
mission to achieve command of the air. A handful of destroyers in the
Channel able to fight meant that Sea Lion was not feasible, as the
German high command knew.56 To return to the Pacific, during the
Allied counter-offensive against the perimeter, the US submarine
campaign—aided by sea control and Japanese neglect of anti-submarine
warfare—was a powerful factor in the erosion of Japanese defences and
ultimately in winning the war.57 This should not surprise us. The
classical maritime strategists Mahan and Corbett analysed centuries of
naval history, which led them to conclude that commerce war is not
viable in strategic terms without control of the sea.58
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The inner arc and the wider strategic context

When we turn the wide-angled lens towards the strategy of defending
the inner arc certain things are apparent. The arc is ultimately a victim of
the fortress fallacy, even the Maginot mentality: the assumption that the
strategic context can be safely surrendered by default because one
guards against the one way the enemy will come. History, of course, is
full of the victims of this approach, for it is a rare luxury to get (like
Yamamoto) the war one expects. Such victims, in addition to the
Japanese in the Pacific, include the British defenders of Singapore in
1942, the Soviet Union in the 1980s (outflanked and extended by the US
Maritime Strategy),59 and the Argentineans in the Falklands (expecting
direct assault on Port Stanley rather than the traditional British indirect
approach which was employed).60 There may also be a conceptual
problem in planning to use manoeuvre in the littorals as a tool of barrier
defence, however geographically deep one sees the inner arc as being.
The essential strategic point about amphibious power projection is of
course that it is offensive, combining the mobility of navies with the
striking power of armies (and in more modern times of air power). This
has been true from the fall of Quebec in 1759 to the Falklands in 1982.
Such modern amphibious power projection was first developed by the
English, an empire-building island people, and elucidated by Corbett, an
Englishman.61 Today US Marine Corps expeditionary forces are
essentially forward power projection forces.62 In defence, amphibious
operations usually follow defeat, as at Gallipoli, Dunkirk, Crete, and
Guadalcanal. Manoeuvre is not seen today in terms of traditional
amphibious warfare, but it has strong elements of amphibious operations
after the coming of air power. In a maritime environment one must of
course view such power projection in highly flexible fashion, rather than
run any risk of having a garrison outlook.

Defence of the inner arc, unless conceived of with sufficient flexibility,
is potentially vulnerable to other distractions and commitments. This
was the case in varying degrees during the Pacific War, when Australia
was committed initially in the Middle East, Britain enduringly in the
Mediterranean, the US to ‘Europe first’, and Japan to the Asian
mainland. A threat to the arc may well be part of a regional (perhaps a
global) emergency in which for a variety of political, economic and
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strategic reasons the focus could not be confined to local Australian
defence. Simultaneous emergencies are frequently the work of an enemy
strategy, such as the Japanese desire to strike once a European war had
broken out. Certainly Australia’s national interests, especially economic
and political ones, imply possible future deployments further afield, as
was the case in the Persian Gulf in 1990–91 and afterwards. There are
also the dictates of alliance diplomacy. Australia’s stake in sea control
activities is intimately linked to the maintenance of its alliances,
especially with US assistance with such capabilities as carrier air, Aegis
defence, and marine expeditionary forces which cannot be expected in
an emergency without wider reciprocal and meaningful maritime (and
other) commitments by Australia. Diplomacy, too, therefore extends the
strategic framework.

We should also realise that if Australia’s local security is threatened it
will be by a power possessing or contesting sea control as in 1941–42.
(Contrast the German East Asia Squadron in 1914 which was not such a
threat, being deterred by the battlecruiser Australia —a vessel built and
deployed for oceanic operations.)63 The primary threat to Australia is
not, therefore, to its landward (as opposed to its more extensive
maritime) territoriality, however far that is seen to extend strategically,
but to its maritime communications. Yamamoto, who did most to
threaten Australia after 1788, understood its dependence upon those
communications and the strategic value of threatening them, as did the
German war planners against the British Empire before 1914.64 The
inner arc as a concept tends to neglect the extent of the Indian and
Pacific Oceans and their intrinsic relevance to our national security.
Thus the very nature of a credible threat implies a wide strategic context.
Within this context, the major strategic significance of the inner arc may
well be that it straddles the sea lanes transmitted by half the world’s
commercial shipping, including 40 per cent of Australia’s exports and
50 per cent of its imports.65 This, rather than any putative use of the
archipelago for power projection against us, may be the best reason for
understanding its maritime nature and context.

Mahan did not live to observe the Japanese defeat in the Pacific War. He
did, however, write specifically of the need for Australia to conceive of
its defence in wide and maritime terms: ‘by contemplating the whole,
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and recognising that local safety is not always best found in local
precaution’.66 The current concept of defending the inner arc can be
compared with the Japanese view of the same geography as a Pacific
perimeter. That view was shown to be defective in terms of strategic
viability and scope, and we should take care to absorb the lesson. It
should not, moreover, be surprising. Continentalist and denial
approaches, insufficiently aware of the indivisibility of the maritime
environment, have lost to maritime strategies for centuries. Defensive
strategy involving a form of the arc concept may well be viable, but it
must be formulated within the context of a fully maritime strategy into
which sea control is built. The intellectual and strategic challenge is to
link pathfinding concepts such as littoral manoeuvre to an equally
important and necessarily oceanic approach. Blue water need not be a
tool of naval chauvinism, but it is always a geographical reality. This
paper is written in a co-operative spirit, and with respect for the qualities
and complementary expertise of the various elements of the Australian
Defence Force. The fundamental point about the Japanese defeat in the
Pacific (beyond the question of whether the war could ever have been
considered feasible) is the fatal nature of lack of inter-service
understanding.

Bad strategy kills, and bad strategy brings defeat. The islands and waters
of our region are haunted by the ghosts of fallen empires and defeated
forces—some of them our own, and all of them were initially (but not of
course fully) defeated at sea. The conventional strategic wisdom which
sees the inner arc as a defensive barrier should pay more attention to its
maritime setting. Otherwise that conventional wisdom risks leaving a
significant gap in Australia’s defences and being a danger to national
security. We should ponder the expensive lessons of the past and their
continuing relevance, for our geography has not changed.
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